INGEST, EDIT, ARCHIVE, MANAGE, DELIVER!

High Performance Storage and LTO Archival

TOLIS Group's ArGest® Studio Rack 1U and ArGest® Mobile Desktop Cube
Portable Archive and Ingest - The Road is No Longer a Dangerous Place For Your Data
TOLIS Group's ArGest® LTO with integrated 2-16TB SSD or 4-8TB HDD onboard
storage units are self contained portable kits that provide incredibly fast high-speed
storage and industry standard LTO backup and archival in a single, quiet, easy to use
road warrior configuration for editors, videographers, music production/front of house
teams, photographers, and other creative artists in the field.
You shouldn't have to wait; ArGest makes sure that you won't!
The ability to ingest a REDMag at full performance, while editing a 5K sequence and
archiving footage to LTO-5, LTO-6, LTO-7, or LTO-8 media at full speed from the
same late-model Mac Book Pro means that you can spend more time doing what you
want to do with your data instead of waiting for your data to become available on
your portable system while on location.
With sustained Thunderbolt 1 media ingest speeds of up to 800MB/sec (SSD systems) or 1.4GB/sec (Mac Pro), 500MB/sec (HDD
systems), LTO-7 and LTO-8 speed averaging 322MB/sec, and LTO-6 speeds of over 180MB/sec (.65TB/hour) using your choice of
ArGest® Backup or ArGest ® BRU Server™ software (included), the road is no longer a dangerous place for jobs generating large
amounts of data.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
Available in SSD and HDD rack mount and desktop configurations - performance and capacities for most budgets
Easily connected via SAS or Thunderbolt - full performance and plug and play operation in either configuration
The ArGest® Cube is over 40% quieter than other external tape devices (even ours) - quiet operation means that you hear what
you're editing, and are not distracted by loud fans
Easily perform ingest, edit and archival operations simultaneously - performance of over 1GB/sec (SSD) and 500MB/sec (HDD)
means you don't have to choose one task over another
Long Life, enterprise class disks and long term LTO-based storage life - 2+ Million hours MTBF 2.5" disk and 50+ years LTO
storage mean that you only need to worry about getting the shot rather than if you'll be able to actually edit it later
ArGest® Backup and ArGest® BRU Server™ software make archiving a snap - whether you're a one person shop, or part of a
major studio operation, the BRU software solutions provide easy to use operation and easy to share archives thanks to
BRUsetta Stone "wrap" CD/DVD and easy tape import
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